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Words tell a story. Words build a picture. Words get people over the line. 
Good copy enables the success of any business...

Our founder, Megan, has an eclectic mix of skills developed over five years in industry. After 
completing degrees in Psychology (BSc) and Cyber Security and Human Factors (MSc) she 

joined a unique media company that specialises in innovative cybersecurity training. Here she 
was responsible for designing and delivering learning packages that were academically rigorous 

but creatively led.  

She has produced large scale video shoots, wrote complex drama scripts, authored technical 
government bids and managed large digital projects, whilst being the creative lead for delivery. 

As a result, our expertise at Rosalind Creative lies in transforming and creating technical content 
to be inspiring, memorable and effective to a targeted user group. 

Megan is a unique copywriter with a background in technology, digital transformation, 
cybersecurity, and psychology but fuelled by a passion for all things bright, bold and creative. At 

Rosalind Creative we only work with subject matter experts, and therefore are able to offer a 
competent, fresh and exciting approach to any client.

Creativity can solve almost any problem, and we’re up to the challenge. 



PROFICIENT - NATURAL – QUALITY

- COPYWRITING –

”The team at Rosalind Creative pick up tone of voice incredibly quickly and deliver creative, efficient work. 
Our clients are very happy with their work and regularly have little to no feedback iterations. They took 

naturally to the style of writing and top end quality our luxury travel clients look for. They helped bridge the 
gap between one of our staff members leaving and maintaining the high standard of work expected from us 
from clients like One&Only. A very proficient copywriting service, with an in depth understanding of media 

agencies and culture, I would highly recommend.”

— Chiara Colella, Senior Account Manager Black Tomato Creative Agency —

“
”



Long-form (Print)



TOLD media agency approached Rosalind Creative to ghost 
write a blend of SEO optimised short form and long form 
blog copy for them. They had a clear vision for their tone of 
voice, wanting their content to feel personal, informative, 
trustworthy and vibrant.

TOLD provide us with a monthly ‘brain dump’ of ideas for 
their blogs and it’s up to us to research, advise on the length 
and produce content to suit their schedule.

The general content revolves around video production, 
storytelling, media, marketing strategies and how to grow a 
brand. With our network’s background in video and media 
production to teach about complex topics, this style of work 
comes naturally.

TOLD’s aim is to provide value to their readers about their 
media agency. They want their audience to understand the 
importance of video media. They have seen a drive in traffic 
to their site from social media, just one month after the first 

blog launch.



THE IMPORTANCE OF VIDEO MARKETING
The New Digital World… 
“Over the past two decades, advancements in technology and 
evolving digital habits have altered business and marketing 
education. Throw a global pandemic into the mix and you’ve 
got a digital trifecta. The new digital world is coming in hot, and 
we have to be prepared. What do these global impacts really 
mean for video marketing? 

“It is predicted that customers will spend 100 minutes a day 
watching online videos in 2021” This is a staggering 19% 
increase from 2019! But… why?

Well first things first, the true digital natives, Gen Z are starting 
to trickle into the consumer market. With that, they bring a 
deep rooted connection with the Internet of Things, Wi-Fi, 
social media, smart devices, constant connectivity and on-
demand video. The internet has been labelled the drug of the 
new millennium. “Mobile video consumption rises 100% every 
single year” 

With the new Generation comes the rise in social media 
video marketing, which is causing a ripple effect for video 
marketing and the boundaries are being pushed daily. It’s 
not just the young ones that are consumed by videos. 
Statistics are showing that in-home media consumption is 
increasing across all generations. 

This has big implications for digital marketing. Effective 
marketing in today’s global environment is based on 
satisfying customer requirements. So, that leads us to the 
question of well, what are our customer requirements in this 
crazy new digital age? There’s one thing that researchers, 
academics, businesses all agree on – digital is the future 
and there’s no going back. Online resources have 
streamlined marketing, made it more accessible and the 
creativity of video delivery has made it much more, dare I 
say it - fun!

To do this effectively in this day and age, things are 
changing. More than ever making marketing videos for your 
business requires creativity and knowledge of human 
psychology. The blend of these components makes it 
possible to create real miracles of advertising at minimal 
cost."

EXCERPTS – Longform

https://www.smartinsights.com/digital-marketing-platforms/video-marketing/video-marketing-statistics-to-know/
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/01/17/where-millennials-end-and-generation-z-begins/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-internet-addiction-feature-idUKKCN1PL0AG
https://www.insivia.com/50-must-know-stats-about-video-marketing-2016/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1106563/home-media-consumption-coronavirus-worldwide-by-generation/


Brand & Tone of Voice Development
Website Copy



When asked to design the website and content for Forester 
Coffee Co, there were no set design or TOV guidelines. The 
company lacked consistency with their visuals with the tone 
not matching the premium price point. Working with the 
founder, we were tasked with the delivery of a complete 
rebrand of the company, website development and content 
creation.

We worked together to analyse the target user via local 
demographic surveys to understand the local mindset with 
regard to price, flavour and sustainability towards artisan 
coffee production. We utilised this research to build a target 
user profile and we designed the guidelines and TOV around 
these findings. The content and website were then 
developed to reflect this. 

The rebrand and launch campaign drove high levels of 
engagement through the website, and Forester Coffee sold 
out of stock on launch day. Website dwell was on average 5 

minutes, near double the statistical standard.



ABOUT US

“Hello hello hello! I am Michael Cassidy, the face behind 
Forester Coffee - self proclaimed coffee connoisseur, lover of 
all things outdoorsy and a passionate entrepreneur.

As a Royal Navy diver, I have been lucky enough to adventure 
on and off the seven seas and sip delicious brews around the 
world. It got me thinking... how can I bottle this feeling?

Living close to the New Forest in Hampshire, there's nothing 
more pure to me than the sweet nectar of a fresh 
brew, enjoyed in the morning mist of the dewy campsite. This 
escapism is what I wanted to package, seal and deliver in 
Forester Coffee.”

OUR PHILOSOPHY 

“Selling good coffee isn't quite good enough. It's 2021 and it's 
time to stop talking and start doing.

Having seen first hand the detrimental effect that we are 
having on our waters and planet, it became clear that Forester 
Coffee has two missions - to fuel the world with rich, unique 
coffee and give back in some way to our vibrant planet.

From day one, Forester Coffee pledges to only use recyclable, 
recycled and/or reusable products, made from sustainable 
materials. 

Our eco-inspired philosophy is natural escapism, so what 
better than to donate one tree for each online purchase, 
partnering with legendary company ‘One Tree Planted’.

Let's make this planet a better place, one adventure and mug 
of the good stuff at a time!”

EXCERPTS



Business Writing



BUSINESS WRITING

Megan worked for Dorset based media company Limetools Ltd for close to five years, where she 
regularly consulted on large scale digital transformation research projects and authored boutique 

cybersecurity products and off the shelf products. She was a successful co-author on multiple 
large scale Innovate UK bids in 2020. She co-authored an innovative webinar that uses live 

broadcasting and actors as part of the Dorset Cyber Alliance (DCA). She has co-written video 
scripts for digital e-Learning packages and managed multiple large scale Defence projects where 

she was responsible for the creation of the content, the video script development and report 
writing. 

She crafted a unique role for at Limetools that capitalised on her strengths: writing, 
communication, creativity and delivering content that appeals to specific user groups. 

As a key member of staff in a small firm, her impact at 
Limetools was notable. Megan contributed to an annual 

revenue of between 100-200k from sourcing income 
streams to bid writing phases all the way through to project 

delivery. 



Limetools Ltd  create interactive media training content for 
cybersecurity and energy sustainability. Video drama and 
online eLearning packages are created in house and 
embedded in psychologically rigorous training 
programmes. The aim of using drama as an educational 
resource is to engage the audience on a social cognitive 
level and teach via observation. 

In order to create retentive and applicable drama scripts 
for clients, it was Megan’s job to effectively user profile 
each new group to ensure the video resonated with the 
target audience. This allowed her to channel the specific 
user into the script development, and write effective, 
poignant drama. 

Her experience varies from writing drama scripts to 
documentary style content and short sharp marketing 
style videos. As the companies eLearning producer for 
four years, she channelled both creativity and an 
understanding of psychological metrics and technology 
into each script. 

SCRIPT WRITING



EXERPTS – eLearning Technical Tool Documentary VO Script

V/O
Psyber Metrics audits an employee’s vulnerabilities when 

working in the digital environment by testing their judgements in 
five different areas of work:

Data Storage; Home Working; Mobile Working; Malicious Insider 
Reporting and Outsider Risk. 

Let’s watch a user begin the programme…

V/O
The first Cyber Aptitude test assesses five areas of cyber 

vulnerability, and tests aptitude and general awareness of cyber 
risk. Each section asks three questions, all with multi-choice 

answers.

V/O
The user encounters scenarios related to cybersecurity. They are 
asked to select the statements they feel most accurately sum up 

how they would react in a specific situation. This delivers data 
about the employee’s mind set and capacity to change, as well 
as their actual knowledge and offers an insightful risk profile.

/MUSIC FADES UP A LITTLE AS WE EXPLORE

V/O
At the end of this part of the personal audit, the user is rewarded 
with their score. They are also introduced to a basic awareness 

of the new General Data Protection Regulation environment.

The tool then offers five fictional dramatised sequences that have 
been taken from real case studies. They not only show how risk 

can emerge very quickly in a working environment, but also 
introduce us to the point of view of the hackers and the various 

motives that drive them. 
/MUSIC: EMBEDDED AS BEFORE

V/O
Now the user is fully informed and is ready for the second test 

set; the main vulnerability test. This measures the skills and habit 
outcomes of the user and we calculate the level of individual 

vulnerability. 

In each question, the user is asked to select the correct answer 
from three options. Our cyber Expert Group have identified the 

answer that represents the best industrial opinion. 
/MUSIC FADES UP A LITTLE AS WE EXPLORE



ENTHUSIASM – TECHNICAL COMPETENCE – SUPPORT

- UK DEFENCE - DSTL –

“We’re going to sorely miss Megan’s enthusiasm, technical competence, and relentless efforts to meet very 
exacting expectations on reporting. I’m particularly grateful for the work that led to the I/ITSEC paper last year 

in the most trying of circumstances.

We are grateful for your steadfast support on TTEP research to date which has been (quite rightly) very 
favourably received by our stakeholders in TESRR and the Defence Academy.”

— Hash Hassan, Principal Advisor – Training, Education and Simulation UK Defence (Air/Maritime) —

“

”



Spending close to five years working in a fast growing 
cybersecurity company, Megan has co-authored a number 

of successful business bids to both private clients and 
funding sources. Memorably, she worked on two successful 
Innovate UK bids both worth over 300k in 2020 and multiple 

Government bids. This experience ensures she is able to 
write quickly, efficiently and to condense big ideas into 

readable and memorable copy. 

As an innovative, media company that delivered complex 
cyber ideas, it was often up to Megan as the subject matter 
expert to transform the often ‘dry’ content of cybersecurity 

to a living, breathing creative idea.

This saw her contribute to winning pitches for work with 
global brands such as Innovate UK, the European 

Commission, HM Government, PwC and many more. 

Megan is extremely comfortable, therefore, working as a 
team or individually on pitch decks to tight turnarounds.

PITCH WRITING



Please don’t hesitate to get in touch if you have any additional questions…

Thank you!

t. +44 (0) 77984 883 117 t: +33 6 72 10 57 40
e. megan@rosalindcreative.com

Linkedin

mailto:megan@rosalindcreative.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/meganrosalindcreative/

